Electron transfer (ET) dictates a wide variety of energy-conversion processes in biological systems. Visualizing ET dynamics could provide key insight into understanding and possibly controlling these processes. We present a computational framework named VizBET to visualize biological ET dynamics, using an outermembrane Mtr-Omc cytochrome complex in Shewanella oneidensis MR-1 as an example. Starting from X-ray crystal structures of the constituent cytochromes, molecular dynamics simulations are combined with homology modeling, protein docking, and binding free energy computations to sample the configuration of the complex as well as the change of the free energy associated with ET. This information, along with quantum-mechanical calculations of the electronic coupling, provides inputs to kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) simulations of ET dynamics in a network of heme groups within the complex. Visualization of the KMC simulation results has been implemented as a plugin to the Visual Molecular Dynamics (VMD) software. VizBET has been used to reveal the nature of ET dynamics associated with novel nonequilibrium phase transitions in a candidate configuration of the Mtr-Omc complex due to electron-electron interactions.
Introduction
Reduction and oxidation reactions govern a variety of biological energy-conversion processes, including respiration. Electron transfer (ET) within and across biological molecules is the key process that essentially dictates these redox reactions [1] . Such biological ET reactions have been studied extensively in the past [2] [3] [4] [5] . A remarkable example is the rapid ET from metal reducing bacteria such as Shewanella oneidensis MR-1 to extracellular metal oxides that serve as the terminal electron acceptors for anaerobic respiration [6] [7] [8] [9] . Under certain conditions, S. oneidensis MR-1 produces electrically conductive bacterial nanowires that may mediate longdistance ET to extracellular oxidants [10] [11] [12] . A recent study has revealed that these Shewanella nanowires are membrane extensions decorated with the multiheme cytochromes MtrC and OmcA ( Fig. 1(a) ) [13] . These molecules had been previously identified as outer-membrane cytochromes and implicated as the terminal bacterial reductases of extracellular electron acceptors [14] [15] [16] [17] . MtrC can associate with OmcA, in addition to forming a complex with the periplasmic decaheme cytochrome MtrA through transmembrane porin MtrB; this proposed arrangement has been described as the MtrCAB porin-cytochrome conduit, allowing ET across the cell envelope [17, 18] . Shewanella can also express the MtrFDE conduit, which is homologous to MtrCAB, and MtrF (homolog of MtrC) has been shown to act as a terminal reductase in the absence of MtrC [19] .
The localization of MtrC and OmcA along bacterial nanowires suggests that an outer-membrane lattice of cytochrome complexes may mediate ET over micrometer length scales, as schematized in Fig. 1(b) and (c) [13] . Here, each complex is comprised of two decaheme cytochromes, MtrC and OmcA, each of which contains 10 hemes ( Fig. 1(b) ). The iron (Fe) atom in each heme can exist in either of the two valence states, Fe 2+ or Fe 3+ . Conversion of the irons between Fe 2+ and Fe 3+ allows for the hopping of electrons between the hemes as shown in the inset of Fig. 1(b) . Despite this plausible hypothesis, however, the microscopic nature of ET dynamics along these bacterial nanowires remains elusive.
Visualizing ET dynamics could provide key insight into understanding these fundamental processes and possibly controlling them for a wide range of applications including renewable energy and wastewater treatment [20] . Balabin et al. developed a plugin to the Visual Molecular Dynamics (VMD) software [21] that visualizes ET pathways in biomolecules based on a network model called Pathways [22] . Byun et al. [23] simulated the net electron flux through MtrF using, as input, the sequential hemeto-heme ET rates computed by Breuer et al. [24] . The latter were calculated from simulations of thermodynamic and electronic coupling parameters using molecular dynamics, fragment-orbital density functional theory (similar to divide-and-conquer density functional theory, DCDFT [25] ), and the quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) method [26, 27] . The sequential heme-to-heme ET rates were recombined in kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) simulations [28] [29] [30] [31] to synthesize the global ET dynamics of MtrF [23] . These divide-conquer-recombine KMC (DCR-KMC) simulation results were visualized using VMD, but the visualization was limited to static snapshots.
To provide better insight into the dynamics of biological ET processes, we have developed a computational framework named Viz-BET. The framework consists of an entire workflow of the KMC simulation, and it animates the resulting ET dynamics using a new plugin to VMD. This paper presents key features and implementation details of VizBET, organized as follows. Section 2 describes the overall computational framework. Simulation and visualization results are presented in Section 3, and Section 4 contains a summary. In this work, we focus on demonstrating the visualization aspect of VizBET by using KMC simulation results with one possible protein-protein docking configuration. In future publications, we will present a more detailed procedure to screen for the most plausible docking complex structures, compute the binding free energy of these complexes with molecular mechanics/Poisson-Boltzmann surface area (MM/PBSA) [32] [33] [34] [35] , as well as intra/inter protein ET rates using QM/MM [26] simulations to parameterize the KMC simulation. Fig. 2(a) summarizes the overall workflow of the VizBET framework, using an outer-membrane MtrF-OmcA cytochrome complex in Shewanella oneidensis MR-1 as an example (the crystal structure of MtrC is not yet available, so the homologous MtrF was used instead). The structures of the MtrF and OmcA molecules determined by X-ray diffraction are downloaded from the protein data bank (PDB) [36] . We first pre-process the PDB files to account for residues that were not resolved in the crystal structure with the aid of the homology-modeling Web server, I-TASSER [37] . The structural outputs from this pre-processing step are used as inputs to molecular-dynamics (MD) simulations that follow the trajectories of all atoms by numerically integrating Newton's equations of motion. Two MD simulations are performed for MtrF and OmcA molecules, respectively, in water. Individual MtrF and OmcA configurations taken from the MD simulations are used as inputs to a protein-docking program, ZDOCK [38] , to predict the structure of the MtrF-OmcA complex. ZDOCK typically returns 2000 top configurations according to simple electrostatic and shape criteria. We have developed a C-RANK program to screen these configurations into a small subset of biologically plausible configurations, according to structural and ET criteria detailed below. Moreover, C-RANK serves as the starting point to further screen complex candidates by combining MD simulations, which re-solvate and relax the rigidly docked MtrF-OmcA complex structure, and the efficient binding free energy estimation with the method of MM/PBSA, which postprocesses an ensemble of configurations from the MD trajectory with a combination of a force field and continuum solvent model [32] [33] [34] [35] . The next step in VizBET is to perform DCR-KMC simulations for studying the ET dynamics in the selected MtrF-OmcA configurations. The DCR-KMC simulation component ( Fig. 2(b) ) within VizBET combines (1) either DCDFT or empirical approaches to compute the ET rates in a DC fashion, which are then used in (2) KMC simulations of global ET dynamics in the entire complex. We have also developed a plugin to the VMD software named ETViz to animate ET dynamics in the DCR-KMC simulations.
Methods
Currently, VizBET is implemented using the bash scripting language [39] to be used with the portable batch system (PBS) for job scheduling on a Linux cluster [40] . On high-end parallel supercomputers, we can alternatively use the Swift/T parallel scripting language for efficient distributed-memory workflow processing [41] . On a Grid of distributed parallel computers, the VizBET workflow can be converted to a directed acyclic graph to be executed using a scientific workflow management system such as Pegasus [42] .
Structural modeling, MD simulations, docking and binding-free energy computations
The first step is to establish homology models for both proteins (MtrF and OmcA). We initially obtain X-ray structures of MtrF and OmcA as determined from the PDB server [43] . The PDB codes for MtrF and OmcA are 3PMQ [44] and 4LMH [45] , respectively. It should be noted that certain residues located near the N-and C-termini were not resolved in the crystal structures, likely due to the flexibility of those regions. The unresolved C-terminus residues from the X-ray studies were not included in our homology models, since they result from the purification tag of the recombinant protein. The signal peptide sequence preceding the cysteine residue of the N-terminal's LXXC cleavage and lipidation motif was also omitted from the homology model, since our goal is to study the mature proteins after cleavage and lipidation of the cysteine, which allows the anchoring of the lipoprotein to the membrane. As a result, our homology models target the amino-acid sequences of the membrane-bound forms of both proteins, starting with the cysteines, as listed in Appendix A. This leaves 25 and 16 N-terminus unresolved residues for MtrF and OmcA, respectively (italicized in Appendix A). In order to build a protein homology model by preserving the original crystal structure and the heme groups' positions while adding the missing residues, we adopt the following strategy. First, we predict the homology models of MtrF and OmcA by using the I-TASSER server [37] with each protein's sequence (Appendix A) and its original crystal structure as a reference. Here, the predicted homology models do not include heme groups and the coordinated calcium ions (Ca 2+ ). Second, the predicted structure of the homology model is superimposed on the original crystal structure so as to minimize the mean square displacement of all non-hydrogen atoms between the two structures using leastsquare fitting [46] . Third, the new residues from the optimal superposition are transferred and bonded onto the original crystal structure for each individual protein, in such a way that the heme groups and the coordinated Ca 2+ ions are present in the original PDB files (one Ca 2+ ion in 3PMQ; two Ca 2+ ions in 4LMH) can be preserved at their original positions.
The second step is to establish both proteins' solvation structures. With the established homology models of the mature proteins, hydrogen atoms are explicitly added to both proteins. All of the amino acids are protonated (histidine (His) is treated neutral) with the exception of glutamic acid (Glu) and aspartic acid (Asp), which are taken as deprotonated. The N-terminus (NH + 3 ) and the C-terminus (COO − ) are assigned with charges of +e and −e respectively. Those assignments result in a net charge of −37e and −31e, respectively, for MtrF and OmcA including heme groups at pH 7. We perform MD simulations of individual MtrF and OmcA using the Gromacs software package (version 4.6.5) [47] and the Charmm 27 force-field parameters [48] . In both proteins, each Fe ion in a heme group is hexa-coordinated, i.e., two additional axial bonds are formed below and above the molecular plane of porphyrin macrocycle. We use the default harmonic bonding and dihedral potential in Charmm 27 for the Fe-N coordination bonding. In addition, to maintain the coordination geometry of Fe atom as the heme center, the angular potential of N-Fe-O (where O is the water oxygen) in Charmm 27 is adopted to represent the angular interaction of N-Fe-N and the equilibrium angle is set at 180 degree. The Ca 2+ ions, which coordinate with proteins' amino residues, are included in the simulations and interact with proteins via van der Waals and electrostatic potentials. Initially, we relax the newly added residues by MD simulations in vacuum with a stepwise heating protocol from 60 K to 298.15 K. To remove the 'bad contacts' between the added residues and the rest, which lead to huge repulsion, only the added residues are relaxed while all the others are fixed at a low temperature. Subsequently, we obtain the solvated protein structure by MD simulations in an aqueous environment with the TIPS3P water model [48] . To neutralize the system, Na + counter ions are added in both vacuum and solvation simulations.
The third step is to obtain the predicted structure of the MtrF-OmcA complex using a protein-docking program, ZDOCK (version 3.0.2) [38] . As an input to the ZDOCK program, we use two PDB files for MtrF and OmcA, respectively, which are sampled from the MD simulations described above. ZDOCK predicts the structure of a protein-protein complex by treating each protein as a rigid body and docking them. The complex structures are scored using a combination of shape complementarity, electrostatics, and statistical potential terms. ZDOCK returns N top-ranked configurations according to the scoring as N PDB files labeled by the ranking (N is typically 2000).
As a fourth step, we use our C-RANK program to sub-select M biologically plausible complex candidates from the N ZDOCK outputs, where M ≪ N, using two criteria: (1) the minimum intercytochrome heme-heme distance (edge-to-edge metric) should be less than 10 Å, to support rapid ET, and (2) the orientation of both proteins in the complex must be compatible with their lipophilic nature, allowing both N-terminus lipid binding sites to face a common plane that serves as proxy for the outer membrane.
In the ZDOCK rigid docking, the protein hydrogen atoms and the coordinated Ca 2+ ions have been ignored. Those hydrogen atoms are finally re-added and Ca 2+ ions are re-positioned at the original sites of both proteins according to their coordinated amino residues. Then the whole MtrF-OmcA complex is re-solvated with added counter ions following the stepwise heating protocol from 60 K to 298.18 K. After the heating, the complex is relaxed in the aqueous environment for 20 ns. The top candidates are now further screened by ranking the binding affinities based on the binding free energy calculated using the MM/PBSA method. For the MM/PBSA calculation, we have modified the recently developed suite of Bash/Perl scripts, GMXPBSA 2.1 [35] , which combines the Gromacs software [47] and the Adaptive Poisson-Boltzmann Solver (APBS) program [49] . In MM/PBSA, the protein-protein binding free energy (∆G binding ) of A + B → AB is defined as the free energy difference between the complex (AB) and the sum of the free energies of the individual proteins (A and B) in aqueous environment as
∆G binding is calculated with the thermodynamic cycle shown in (2) 
The symbol ⟨ ⟩ represents an average over configurations sampled from MD simulation. ∆G gas in Eq. (3) is the binding free energy for the AB complex in the gas phase and consists of contributions from the averaged changes in intra-molecular interactions (E intra ), inter-molecular interactions that include Lennard-Jones (E LJ ) and Coulombic (E coul ) potentials, and the entropy contribution (S MM ), all computed with molecular mechanics. Due to its inaccuracy and debated contribution to the free energy, we follow the previous research [34, 35, 50] and ignore the entropy contribution. To reduce the computational time, we perform the MM/PBSA calculation with configurations from a single solvation MD simulation for the complex, rather than three separated solvation MD simulations for each individual component (A and B) and the complex. Accordingly, the change in the intra-molecular potential in the gas phase is ignored. The total solvation free energy (∆G [51] . A probe with the radius of 0.14 nm is used to identify the dielectric boundary in the SASA calculation. ∆G polar and ∆G nonpolar as shown in Eqs. (6) and (7) represent the itemized energy terms for the electrostatic and nonpolar potentials respectively between the complex and two individual proteins. In our MM/PBSA calculation, each component consists of a protein, 10 heme groups, and its coordinated calcium ion(s).
Divide-conquer-recombine kinetic Monte Carlo simulations of electron transfer
We perform KMC simulations [28] [29] [30] [31] to study ET dynamics in the top-ranked MtrF-OmcA configurations selected. The KMC simulation [23] treats electron-hopping events in the MtrF-OmcA heme network with N h (= 20) sites, where a heme site is labeled by index i ∈ 1, . . . , N h . The ith heme is either occupied by an electron (n i = 1, corresponding to Fe 2+ ) or unoccupied (n i = 0, corresponding to Fe 3+ ), where n i is the electron occupation number of the ith heme. The system is characterized by electron hopping rates k ij between a pair (i, j) of adjacent heme sites, electron injection rate α into selected entrance heme, and electron-ejection rate β from a selected exit heme. As implemented previously [23] , we start the KMC simulation by emptying all sites and resetting the time to 0. At each KMC step, one of the following events occurs:
(1) an electron is injected with rate α if the entrance heme is unoccupied; (2) an electron is ejected with rate β if the exit heme is occupied; or (3) an electron hops from heme i to one of its nearestneighbor hemes j with rate k ij if heme i is occupied and heme j is unoccupied. The probability of choosing a particular electronhopping event is proportional to its specific hopping rate. This is implemented by choosing an event stochastically as follows: Let L be the total number of possible events and k l (l = 1, . . . , L) be the rate of the lth event; specific event l * is chosen such that
where ξ 1 is a random number uniformly distributed in the range (0, 1) and
is the cumulative rate of all possible events. We displace the electron involved in the chosen event and increment the time by τ = − ln (ξ 2 ) /k total , where ξ 2 is another random number. KMC steps are repeated for K (∼ 10 6 ) times to describe the time evolution of the system until the system reaches a steady state. The timeaveraged electron occupation density at heme i is calculated as
where τ (t) is the time increment and n i (t) is the electron occupation number of the ith heme at the tth KMC step. The overall electron occupation density ⟨n⟩ is given by an average over all heme sites. The steady-state current J is obtained by dividing the net number of injected electrons during K KMC steps by the total elapsed time
VizBET supports two options in computing the ET rates k ij . In both options, a thermodynamic integration protocol [52] is needed to estimate the change of the Gibbs free energy ∆G ij and the reorganization energy λ associated with the ET from heme sites i to j [24, 53, 54] . The two options differ in the way the electronic coupling H ij for the ET reaction is computed. In the first-principles QM/MM option [55, 56] , a divide-conquer-recombine (DCR) algorithmic framework [25] is employed. Here, the divide-and-conquer (DC) phase computes H ij for each heme pair using the QM/MM method, where each QM calculation employs DC density functional theory (DFT). The calculated ET rates are used in the recombination phase to synthesize global ET dynamics using KMC simulations as described above. According to the non-adiabatic rate equation, the rate of ET, k ij , from the ith heme to the jth heme is expressed as [1] 
where T is the temperature, and and k B are the Planck and Boltzmann constants, respectively. To calculate inter-heme ET rates within a MtrF molecule, for example, Breuer et al. [24] estimated the electronic coupling by using the QM/MM method and a variant of DCDFT called fragment-orbital density functional theory.
The second option to calculate k ij employs a phenomenological form of the non-adiabatic rate-equation [4] ,
where R ij is the edge-to-edge distance between hemes i and j, k 0 = 10 13 (s −1 ), and β is a tunneling decay factor. Despite its simplicity, Eq. (12) correctly reflects the exponential decay of the tunneling probability and predicts ET rates in broad classes of biomolecules [4] .
Visualization of electron transfer
To animate the ET dynamics in DCR-KMC simulations, we have developed a plugin [57] to the VMD software [21] . VMD is a molecular visualization program for large biomolecular systems using 3D graphics and built-in scripting. Our plugin is implemented using the Tcl scripting language [58] . We have used VMD version 1.9.1.
Multiple time frames from the KMC simulation are saved as a multi-frame PDB file, in which the n i value of each Fe atom is written in the temperature-factor (BETA) field in its ATOM record. The Tcl script copies the PDB-BETA values to the USER fields in the TRAJECTORY data category in VMD, so that the time variation of the n i values can be animated as color changes according to one of the built-in color scales in VMD. The animation can be shown in a display window or can be saved as a sequence of image files to create a movie file. The Fe atoms are represented by spheres with color-coded electron occupation n i . The Fe charge dynamics are overlaid with the NewCartoon representation in VMD of the protein complex. This animation is used to examine the hopping of individual electrons within the heme network in the protein complex. Alternatively, VizBET can visualize the time averaged electron occupation,
. (13) In this way, we can animate how the time-averaged electron distribution converges to a steady state. Appendix B shows the Tcl script that reads a multi-frame PDB file named FeOcc.pdb and copies the BETA field of each atom into the USER field. 
Results
To illustrate the use of VizBET, we study lateral ET parallel to the outer membrane across the top ranked configuration of the MtrF-OmcA complex, according to the ET and orientation criteria described above, shown in Fig. 4 . Remarkably, this MtrF-OmcA configuration is arranged similarly to the OmcA dimer crystallized by Edwards et al. [45] , which is the only reported structure of two interacting decaheme cytochromes. This similarity further suggests that our screening procedure is capable of predicting biologically plausible structures of the complex. In this top ranked MtrF-OmcA configuration, heme 5 of each cytochrome serves as the site of cytochrome-cytochrome interaction, linking the two proteins' long axes from heme 10 of one to heme 10 of the other.
Binding free energy
For this example configuration (Fig. 4) , MtrF-OmcA binding free energy is estimated with high throughput MM/PBSA computation by post-processing the configurations derived from the final 4.5 ns of MD simulation, at the stage of relaxing the complex in water after the rigid-docking. Table 1 lists the total binding free energy as well as the itemized energy terms. To be consistent with MD simulation, negligible salt concentration is used in MM/PBSA computation. In comparison, the polar contribution (∆⟨E coul ⟩ and ∆G polar ) is dominant in the overall binding free energy. It should be noted that our interest here is to investigate the binding affinity, which is dependent on a particular relative orientation and position of both docking proteins. Consequently, there is no need to compute the exact docking free energy change, which includes the entropy contribution of the rotational motions of a ligand and a receptor. MM/PBSA can achieve high efficiency in computing the binding free energy without sampling orientational space in the docking, while still taking into account the thermal averaging and the important dehydration effect for two objects in contact in aqueous environment [59, 60] . As shown in Table 1 , the protein-solvent electrostatic potential, ∆G polar , as a dominant term, is comparable with protein-protein electrostatic potential, ∆⟨E coul ⟩. Therefore, after the initial screening (based on the criteria proteins' shape complementarity, neighboring heme groups' distance, and the proteins' lipid-site orientation), the orientation-dependent candidates can be further selected according to the binding free energy, which incorporates the dehydration effects. More detailed discussion about this screening will be provided in future work. The small fluctuations in these energy terms listed in Table 1 also demonstrate the structural stability of the complex and the convergence of the computation.
Nonequilibrium phase transitions
A multistep ET process has been hypothesized to allow longdistance electron transport through multiple complexes along a bacterial nanowire [13] . To examine this hypothesis along our top ranked configuration, the ET rates within the MtrF-OmcA complex are obtained by parameterizing and generalizing the H ij , ∆G ij , and λ calculated in Ref. [24] for MtrF. The H ij parameters throughout the complex were fit to a single exponential
, where r is the edge-to-edge distance between i and j, r o = 3.6 Å, β = 1.65 Å −1 and A = 3.77 meV, as presented in [24] for MtrF. Similarly, the ∆G ij , and λ values computed for specific i-j pairs in MtrF are generalized throughout the whole combined MtrF-OmcA complex in our example. Fig. 5 shows the KMC simulation results. Here, we chose the injection site as heme 10 in MtrF, and the ejection site as heme 10 in OmcA. By varying the incoming (α) and outgoing (β) ET rates, our simulation reveals a rich phase diagram for the MtrF-OmcA complex in the α − β plane (Fig. 5(a) ). Three distinct phases are observed in the time-averaged occupation density of the icosaheme complex, similar to those recently reported for the decaheme MtrF [23] . A low-density (LD) phase, where the hemes are mostly oxidized, is observed when transport is limited by ET from intracellular donor molecules (α < β). A high-density (HD) phase, where the hemes are mostly reduced, is observed when transport is limited by ET to extracellular electron acceptors (α > β). Finally, a 'maximum-current' (MC) phase is observed when both α and β exceed the smallest heme-to-heme ET rate within the complex, which is ∼10 4 s −1 along the octaheme path [24] . The high electron flux character of the MC phase, compared to the LD and HD phases, is easily identified in Fig. 5(b) , which presents the phase behavior of the electron flux in the α − β plane.
Intriguingly, cellular respiration measurements and estimates of the cellular cytochrome content translate to ET rates up to 10 3 s
per outer-membrane cytochrome [23] . This rate is located near the triple junction between the three phases; it appears that life operates where a small change in the electrochemical environment triggers large bioelectronic responses. It should be noted that these nonequilibrium phase transitions are a direct consequence of electron-electron interactions [61] [62] [63] , which necessitate the use of many-body theory or simulations such as our KMC simulation. ) phases, respectively. Each movie depicts the final 500 KMC steps from a total of one million steps simulated. These movies show representative ET events in steady state for each phase after the initial transient vanishes. In the animation of the LD phase, a majority of the hemes are unoccupied, corresponding to the color blue. In the animation of the HD phase, a majority of the hemes are occupied, corresponding to the color red. Finally, in the MC phase, we observe extensive ET events, represented by more frequent and distributed color changes of the individual hemes. These movies help give insight into the possible roles and impact of individual hemes in the complex, for instance by identifying sites that act as carrier traps, or always reduced hemes which may act as electron donors to soluble acceptors capable of diffusing inside the complex [23] .
Animation of electron-transfer dynamics
To highlight ET events, we augment the above animations by representing each event as a directed edge. Namely, an ET event between two Fe atoms is represented by a cylinder that connects the participating Fe atoms. Here, one end of the cylinder attached to the source of ET is colored blue, while the other end connected to the destination of ET is colored red. Supplementary Movie S4 in 
Summary
We have described a computational framework named VizBET to visualize biological ET dynamics. This paper has presented Viz-BET using an outer-membrane MtrF-OmcA cytochrome complex in Shewanella oneidensis MR-1 as an example. Starting from X-ray structures of individual cytochromes, MD simulations are combined with homology modeling, protein docking, and binding free energy calculations to sample the configurations of the complex as well as the change of free energy associated with ET. Based on this information, combined with the QM calculation of electronic couplings, KMC simulations are performed to study global ET dynamics in the multiheme network of the complex. Visualization of the KMC simulation has been implemented as a plugin to the VMD software. Such spatiotemporal data visualizations and analyses [64] are expected to provide valuable insight into the microscopic mechanisms of ET processes in not only biological but also other novel nanostructures such as dislocation-mediated metallic nanowires in ceramics [65, 66] . Currently, we are applying VizBET to a lattice of protein complexes and protein-solid interfaces. The visual simulation results will be published elsewhere.
Sequences for building the MtrF and OmcA homology models in the FASTA format are provided below. The italicized residues were unresolved in the original crystal structures of MtrF (PDB file 3PMQ) and OmcA (PDB file 4LMH). QAVVGIPSATFIAAQLLPQGATGAGNSSEWQHFTSETCAASCPGTFVDH  KNGHYSYRFSATFNGMNGVTFLSDATQRLVIKIGGDALADGTVLPITNQ  HYDWQSSGNMLAYTRNLVSIDTCNSCHSNLAFHGGRYNQVETCVTCH  NSKKVSNAADIFPQMIHSKHLTGFPQSISNCQTCHADNPDLADRQNW  YRVPTMEACGACHTQINFPAGQGHPAQTDNSNCVACHNADWTANV  HSNAAQTSALAQFNASISSASMDANGTITVAVSLTNPTTGTAYADSADK  LKFISDLRIYANWGTSFDYSSRSARSIRLPESTPIAGSNGTYSYNISGLTVP  AGTESDRGGLAIQGRVCAKDSVLVDCSTELAEVLVIKSSHSYFNMSALT  TTGRREVISNAKCASCHGDQQLNIHGARNDLAGQCQLCHNPNMLADA  TATNPSMTSFDFKQLIHGLHSSQFAGFEDLNYPGNIGNCAQCHINDSTG  ISTVALPLNAAVQPLALNNGTFTSPIAAVCSNCHSSDATQNHMRQQGA  VFAGTKADATAGTETCAFCHGQGTVADVLKVHPIN   OmcA  CGGSDGKDGEDGKPGV VGVNINSTSTLKAKFTNATVDAGKVTVNFTLE  NANGVAVLGLTKDHDLRFGIAQLTPVKEKVGETEADRGYQWQAYINA  KKEPGTVPSGVDNLNPSTQFQANVESANKCDTCLVDHGDGSYSYTYQV  NVANVTEPVKVTYSADATQRATMELELPQLAANAHFDWQPSTGKTEG  IQTRNVVSIQACYTCHQPESLALHGGRRIDIENCASCHTATSGDPESGNS  IEFTYMIHAIHKGGERHTFDATGAQVPAPYKIIGYGGKVIDYGKVHYPQ  KPAADCAACHVEGAGAPANADLFKADLSNQACIGCHTEKPSAHHSSTD  CMACHNATKPYGGTGSAAKRHGDVMKAYNDSLGYKAKFSNIGIKNN  ALTFDVQILDNKDQPIGKEFISDPSAYTKSSIYFSWGIDKDYPAYTAGSR  YSDRGFALSNSKVSTYNEATKTFTIDSTNSNLKLPADLTGMNVELYAGV  ATCFNKGGYGVEDVVATPCSTDTRYAYIQDQPFRFKWNGTDTNSAAE  KRRAIIDTAKCSGCHNKEIVHYDNGVNCQACHTPDKGLKTDNTYPGTK  VPTSFAWKAHESEGHYLKYAGVQSGTVLKTDCATCHTADKSNVVTGIA  LGRSPERAWLYGDIKNNGAVIWVSSDAGACLSCHQKYLSDAAK  SHIETNGGILNGTSAADVQTRASESCATCHTPSQLMEAHGN 
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